
Video Transcript

BECCA SHERMAN: Great. So I’m gonna ask, we’re gonna try some active listening. Hands are free, eyes up here. If you would like, you may
quietly come to the rug. So that you can, ‘cause we’re gonna spend some time looking at some different, um, different people’s pictures.

STUDENT: Do we bring our papers?

BECCA SHERMAN:If you choose to come quietly to the rug, bring your paper. You’re not going to be writing on them. You don’t need a pencil.
And here’s what we want to do. You guys already know the story, you know the words. But I’m gonna put up a picture, and I’m gonna see if
we, if that picture really does tell a thousand words. If it tells the complete story. Okay? And see what you guys think about it. So right now,
you’re thinking quietly to yourself about this picture.

STUDENT: Oh.

BECCA SHERMAN:Okay. So if you think you know who this story is about, give me a thumbs-up.

STUDENT: Maria and Lil’ Wayne.

BECCA SHERMAN:Without saying anything, so we don’t distract anyone else’s thinking. If you think you know who this story is about and you
know how much money Maria saved, show us with two fingers. If you think you also know, see, if you could come up here and show us this
sentence, She saved three times as much as Wayne, she saved three times as much as Wayne. If you think you see that in the picture, show
us with three fingers. Okay. Let’s take a quiet hand. Who can tell us. You might come all the way up and show us how you know those three
things. Or one of them. You want to start us off? Come on up and show us what you know about from that picture. Are you using the picture
that’s up there, hon?

STUDENT: Mm hmm.

BECCA SHERMAN:Okay, go ahead. So where is that in the picture.

STUDENT: Uh…

BECCA SHERMAN:Did everyone see what he wrote?

STUDENTS: Yeah.

BECCA SHERMAN: Okay.

STUDENT: No

STUDENT: Maybe

BECCA SHERMAN: So where does, where is that in the picture up there. Do you see that?

STUDENT: Yeah, um. 24 dollars and then over here says she saved 3 times as much as …W…

BECCA SHERMAN: As much as Wayne? Okay. Um, so, I saw a picture, thank you. I’m gonna take that red pen, I saw a picture that showed
this. So we’ll come back to this picture in just a minute. I saw a picture that showed this. Had 24 in a box. And then it had another box that
was 24, And then it had another box that was 24. Um… and it said, Wayne, and all of this was 72. So I saw this—did anyone else do
something like this? What do you think this means? What did you think, Thomas, about this picture? You can go ahead and have a seat,
thanks.

So it means this, what does it mean in the story? Can you tell us who this story is about? And where it shows that Maria saved 24 dollars, and
that she saved 3 times as much as Wayne? Does someone have something to say about this picture? We’re gonna come back to this one.
Did anyone have something about this one? What do you think?

STUDENT: Uh, it shows like 24 times 3.

BECCA SHERMAN: Okay, so we’re pretty convinced that these are the numbers, but this is that hard part: how do we get back to those
words? How does this picture, and do these…. In one case we have $72 for Wayne, and up here it says $8 for Wayne. Can they both be
right?

STUDENT: Yeah.

STUDENT: No.

BECCA SHERMAN: So let’s take one more thought out loud. Ron, what do you think?

STUDENT: I think it’s 3 groups of 24.

BECCA SHERMAN: You think that it’s 3 groups of 24. You think—why is that. Go back to the story.

STUDENT: Mmmm, because it has the number 24 and 3. So if you divide 24 into 3 groups, it would equal 72.

BECCA SHERMAN: Oh, so I heard two different, I heard divide 24 into 3 groups, that looks like this to me. Here’s 24, here’s—it’s not 3
groups, here’s groups of 3, that gave 8. But you said 24 into 3 groups is, divided into 3 groups, is 72. Hmmmmm! Which one is it?

STUDENT: Hmmmm!
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